Wiktionary provides lexical information for an increasing number of languages, including morphological inflection tables. It is a good resource for automatically learning rule-based analysis of the inflectional morphology of a language. This paper performs an extensive evaluation of a method to extract generalized paradigms from morphological inflection tables, which can be converted to weighted and unweighted finite transducers for morphological parsing and generation. The inflection tables of 55 languages from the English edition of Wiktionary are converted to such general paradigms, and the performance of the probabilistic parsers based on these paradigms are tested.
Introduction
Morphological inflection is used in many languages to convey syntactic and semantic information. It is a systematic source of sparsity for NLP tasks, especially for languages with rich morphological systems where one lexeme can be inflected into as many as over a million distinct word forms (Kibrik, 1998) . In this case, morphological parsers which can convert the inflected word forms back to the lemma forms, or the other way around can largely benefit downstream tasks, like part-of-speech tagging, language modeling, and machine translation (Tseng et al., 2005; Hulden and Francom, 2012; Duh and Kirchhoff, 2004; Avramidis and Koehn, 2008) . Various approaches have been adopted to tackle the morphological inflection and lemmatization problem. For example, Durrett and DeNero (2013) automatically extracts transformation rules from labeled data and learns how to apply these rules with a discriminative sequence model. Kann and Schütze (2016) proposes to use a recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder-decoder model to generate an inflected form of a lemma for a target morphological tag combination. The SIGMORPHON 2016 shared task (Cotterell et al., 2016) of morphological reinflection received 11 systems which used various approaches such as conditional random fields (CRF), RNNs, and other linguisticsinspired heuristics. Among all the methods, one standard technology is to use finite-state transducers, which are more interpretable and manually modifiable, and thus more easily incorporated into and made to assist linguists' work. Hulden (2014) presents a method to generalize inflection tables into paradigms with finite state implementations and Forsberg and Hulden (2016) subsequently introduce how to transform morphological inflection tables into both unweighted and weighted finite transducers and apply the transducers to parsing and generation, the result of which is very promising, especially for facilitating and assisting linguists' work in addition to applications to morphological parsing and generation for downstream NLP tasks. However, the system was evaluated with only three languages (German, Spanish, and Finnish) , all with Latin script. This paper intends to carry out a more extensive evaluation of this method.
Wiktionary 1 provides a source of morphological paradigms for a wide and still increasing range of languages, which is a useful resource of crosslinguistic research. The data in this work also originate with Wiktionary.
In this paper we evaluate the cross-linguistic performance of the paradigm generalization method on 55 languages, of which inflection tables have been extracted from the Wiktionary data. All the languages are consistently annotated with universal morphological tags (Sylak-Glassman et al., 2015) and are in the native orthography. In particular, we evaluate the accuracy on the ability to lemmatize previously unseen word forms and the schrei ben schrei bend geschr ieben schrei be schrei b st schrei b t is that we do not attempt to encode variation as string-changing operations, say by string edits (Dreyer and Eisner, 2011) or transformation rules (Lindén, 2008; Durrett and DeNero, 2013 ) that perform mappings between forms. Rather, our goal is to encode all variation within paradigms by presenting them in a sufficiently generic fashion so as to allow affixation processes, phonological alternations as well as orthographic changes to naturally fall out of the paradigm specification itself. Also, we perform no explicit alignment of the various forms in an inflection table, as in e.g. Tchoukalov et al. (2010) . Rather, we base our algorithm on extracting the longest common subsequence (LCS) shared by all forms in an inflection table, from which alignment of segments falls out naturally. Although our paradigm representation is similar to and inspired by that of Forsberg et al. (2006) and Détrez and Ranta (2012) , our method of generalizing from inflection tables to paradigms is novel.
Paradigm learning
In what follows, we adopt the view that words and their inflection patterns can be organized into paradigms (Hockett, 1954; Robins, 1959; Matthews, 1972; Stump, 2001) . We essentially treat a paradigm as an ordered set of functions (f 1 , . . . , f n ), where f i : x 1 , . . . , x n 7 ! ⌃ ⇤ , that is, where each entry in a paradigm is a function from variables to strings, and each function in a particular paradigm shares the same variables.
x 1 in this case would coincide with the infinitive form of the verb-walk, climb, look, etc. For more complex patterns, several variable parts may be invoked, some of them discontinuous. For example, part of an inflection paradigm for German verbs of the type schreiben (to write) verbs may be described as:
If the variables are instantiated as x 1 =schr, x 2 =i, and x 3 =b, the paradigm corresponds to the forms (schreiben, schreibend, geschrieben, schreibe, schreibst, schreibt). If, on the other hand, x 1 =l, x 2 =i, and x 3 =h, the same paradigm reflects the conjugation of leihen (to lend/borrow)- (leihen, leihend, geliehen, leihe, leihst, leiht) .
It is worth noting that in this representation, no particular form is privileged in the sense that all other forms can only be generated from some special form, say the infinitive. Rather, in the current representation, all forms can be derived from knowing the variable instantiations. Also, given only a particular word form and a hypothetical paradigm to fit it in, the variable instantiations can often be logically deduced unambiguously. For example, let us say we have a hypothetical form steigend and need to fit it in the above paradigm, without knowing which slot it should occupy. We
A model of Analogy
Formal claim: the common parts (stem) are calculated by extracting the Longest Common Subsequence from related forms (Hulden 2014; Ahlberg, Forsberg, Hulden 2014 Figure 1: Illustration of the paradigm extraction mechanism. An inflection table is given as input, and the longest common subsequence (LCS) is extracted and assigned to "variable parts" of a more abstract paradigm, based on discontinuities in the LCS. Several inflection tables may yield the same "paradigm" in which case paradigms are collapsed, and information about the shape of the variable strings xi is retained for statistical modeling.
ability to assign correct morphosyntactic tags to a word form.
Paradigm Extraction
The paradigm extraction method is based on the idea of finding, among a list of related word forms, the longest common subsequence (LCS) shared by the forms. After the extraction, the LCS is marked in each word form and assigned to "paradigm variables". These variables are parts that are mutable in a paradigm, i.e. may change when going from one lemma to another, while the remaining, non-variable parts represent inflectional information. Figure 1 illustrates this process by showing a few forms of the German verb schreiben, the extraction of the LCS, and the assignment of the LCS into variable parts. After such a generalization process, many paradigm representations which were generated from inflection tables turn out to be identicalindicating that the participating lemmas inflect according to the same pattern. Identical paradigms are collapsed, and the information about what strings were witnessed in the variable slots is stored for creating a probabilistic model of inflection. The reader is referred to (Hulden, 2014; Ahlberg et al., 2014; Ahlberg et al., 2015) for details.
This model already provides a method for performing morphological analysis when previously unseen word forms are encountered. One can create a transducer based on the paradigms that maps entries in a paradigm back to their lemma form in such a way that the variable parts x i may correspond to any arbitrary string. For example, the paradigm in figure 1 would yield a lemmatizing transducer that would map e.g. geliehen → leihen since the l can be assumed to match the variable x 1 , the i x 2 , and the h x 3 . Forsberg and Hulden (2016) developl a model that creates such lemmatizing transducers from inflection tables, which also return the inflectional information of the source word form.
Analyzing word forms
This model has the disadvantage of often returning a large number of plausible analyses due to the fact that an unseen word form may fit many different learned paradigms, and also fit them in many different slots. One can, however, induce a language model of each variable part x i in the paradigms and create a probabilistic model which favors production of such analyses where variable parts resemble those that have been seen in the training data. An n-gram model over the variables seen in each paradigm can be formulated as follows. Many paradigms have been collapsed from a large number of inflection tables which provide us with statistics over the shape of the x i parts. We can, when trying to fit an unseen word form with a variable x i consisting of letters v 1 , . . . v n into a paradigm and slot to produce its lemma, calculate the joint probability using an n-gram approximation of the letters according to the expression:
(1) These quantities can be estimated by maximum likelihood from the the training data as:
Such a model is induced for each variable x 1 , . . . , x n in a paradigm, and when a proposed analysis is evaluated, the quantity p(x i , . . . , x n ) = p(x 1 ) × . . . × p(x n ) is evaluated to give a score of fit of a proposed variable assignment for a word to be analyzed.
For example, to calculate the fit of geliehen into the slot ge+x 1 +x 2 +e+x 3 +en (Figure 1 ), we would evaluate p(x 1 ) = l, p(x 2 ) = i and p(x 3 ) = h based on the above, yielding a probability estimate of the slot and paradigm matching the word 70 form geliehen. Likewise, every possible assignment of variable parts in every paradigm will be calculated. This process can be encoded into a weighted finite state transducer (WFST) following Forsberg and Hulden (2016 
Evaluation
The paradigm extraction and application method presented in the previous part is evaluated with 55 languages from the Wiktionary Morphological Database 2 as part of the UniMorph project 3 which includes data for 350 languages at the time we downloaded it. 4 For each of the 55 languages, we learn paradigms from a random selection of 90% of the available inflection tables and leave 10% of the tables as heldout data. Tables for different parts-of-speech are generalized identically and the system does not keep these separate (although it is unlikely that a noun would inflect like a verb, for example). This means that the POS information is treated as a normal tag and we may receive analyses with different parts of speech.
The evaluation task is to convert the inflected word form back to its lemma form and assign it morphological tags. At test time, we analyze each form in the held-out tables separately and evaluate the accuracy on the highest scoring analysis. We report accuracies on several combinations of lemmatization correctness, morphosyntactic tag correctness and POS tag correctness.
The 55 languages fall into 19 language groups: Caucasian, Indo-European other, Italic (Romance, with the exception of Latin), Turkic, Language isolated, Indo-Aryan, Slavic, Baltic, Germanic, Uralic, Celtic, Semitic, Hellenic, Kartvelian, DaDene, Quechua, Turkic, Niger-Congo, and an artificial language-Esperanto. The data for each language is in its native script, which consists of 10 different scripts: Latin, Cyrillic, Armenian, Eastern Nagari, Georgian, Greek, Hebrew, Devanagari, Brahmic, and Pero-Arabic. The criterion for selecting the 55 languages is that each language has 8,000 or more entries in the original data in UniMorph Wiktionary Morphological Database. Languages with less entries are selected to increase the representativeness of the data. A summary of the languages, language groups and scripts is presented in table 1. The data for each language is used just at it is from the database. Little work is done to improve the quality of the data. Therefore, if there are misspellings or incorrect inflections in the data set, the paradigms are extracted and tested with any errors uncorrected.
The number of inflection tables may not be the same as the number of lemmas, because in cases where there are alternative inflected forms for one morphosyntactic description of a lemma in the UniMorph database, each form is represented in a separate , with the same lemma form and part-of-speech, but different tags. We evaluate the recall of the lemma and all tags, lemma and only part-of-speech, and only lemma. Table  2 presents a summary of the evaluation result, as well as the data size for each language in terms of word counts, lemma counts and table counts, the number of abstract paradigms extracted for each language, the paradigm distribution as to their instantiation case numbers, and the number of instances for the most popular paradigm.
The results seem to correlate strongly with the amount of available data. For languages where only a few inflection tables are seen, or where all inflection tables represent the same paradigm, accuracies are low. For example, the initial evaluation on Basque is only 45 lemmas (and the number of inflection tables is the same), with 44 as training and 1 held-out for test. Each of the inflection table represents a distinct paradigm as is reflected by the fact that the number of abstract paradigms is the same as the training data size, i.e. 44. Therefore, the result of Basque is very low. A second round of evaluation was conducted with more data and the result is added to Table 2 as Basque2. The increased Basque data is 620 lemmas, with 558 used for training and 62 for testing. The result is still low but better than the initial one, because the paradigms become more representative with a larger coverage, which is testified by the most representative paradigm getting 52 instantiations from the training data. The result of Navajo is close to that of Basque2. The data sizes of the two languages are similar (Basque2 620, Navajo 675). For Navajo, the number of paradigms is 455, and for Basque2, the number of paradigms is 504. Basque2 has 493 paradigms without variables (i.e. 493 paradigms with only one instantiations), and Navajo has 398 paradigms with only one instantiation in the training data. The similarity of the results coincides with the fact that both languages are morphologically complex, and Basque morphology has even more variation. Conversely, languages where many different types of inflection tables are seen and the inflection tables are representative of the language morphology (reflected in a higher paradigm count and a lower ratio of paradigm counts to table counts), produce analyzers that can perform quite robustly. For example, the Hindi data produces 33 paradigms out of the 767 inflection training tables, resulting in a coverage where the recall for each of the three tests is over 95%. As alternative inflections of a lemma are represented with different tables, the recall may be higher than the case where each lemma gets only one inflection table, i.e. where no related form of the associated lemma has been witnessed. However, as alternative inflections are limited, keeping them with different tables should not influence the result by a large extent. Hindi2 is the result for Hindi using only one inflection table for each lemma and ignoring alternative inflections.
Conclusion
Generalized paradigms are successfully extracted for all the 55 languages from 19 language groups in 10 different scripts. For languages with a large size of representative data, the recalls of the lemma, lemma plus part-of-speech, and lemma plus all tags can be as high as over 95%. However, for languages for which the data is limited or less representative, the recalls are very low. This indicates that the method to extract generalized paradigms from morphological inflection tables works well despite linguistic diversity and script variations. The probabilistic model can yield good predictions and analyses when the available data for a language is sufficient and representative.
